Medisoft Version 17 Service Pack 3 – Resolved Issues
1. If a user selected a patient chart in Transaction Entry that was already open on another
workstation, the user would receive the message “open for viewing only”. If a user then
selected a different patient NOT in use by another workstation, the user would again receive the
message “open for viewing only”.
2. If a user created an appointment with an after-hours time and then created another
appointment after that, the first appointment will no longer duplicate when printing.

3. Users will no longer receive various error messages when opening the New Task window.
4. Users will no longer receive the error, “List index out of bounds” when using Patient Quick Entry.
5. Users will no longer get a list of statement numbers when doing a search by chart number in
Statement Manager.
6. Users with “View Only” permission will no longer be able to create or edit Reason Codes.
7. Users will be able to see data entered when creating Custom Cases in Medisoft Professional.
Previously, only the tabs were displayed.
8. The Appointment List with Remainder Balances Report no longer displays insurance balalnces.
9. Columns added to the Patient Appointment window will now display for all patients, not just for
the patient that the columns were added.
10. Searching for amounts in the Deposit list has been corrected.
11. Windows Vista or Windows 7 users will now print the correct number of copies of reports in
Medisoft.
12. Medisoft was assigning alpha-numeric Chart Numbers even if users had selected numeric Chart
Numbers only in Program Options.
13. Office hours would lock-up if users launched it and then tried to close without logging in first.
14. Transaction Entry has been updated so that using F8 to enter a new case will not disable the
transaction line.

